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Chapter 3001 No, She Didn’t Know 

Yan Zhiqing did not really dare to test Wei Wucai. 

But there was no such pressure when it came to Han Zhuofeng. 

And they might be able to hear about Wei Wucai’s situation from Han Zhuofeng. 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

Shi Xiaoya felt really torn. Should she give Han Zhuofeng a warning? 

But Yan Zhiqing was her good friend. It would not be good to betray her friend like that. 

Shi Xiaoya was in a pinch. 

While Shi Xiaoya was feeling conflicted, Yan Zhiqing suddenly let go. 

Shi Xiaoya looked at her, confused. Then, Yan Zhiqing said, “Wei Wucai and Han Zhuofeng are coming.” 

Shi Xiaoya looked out through the window and saw that Wei Wucai and Han Zhuofeng were coming 

over together. Han Zhuofeng was even holding the delivery that Wei Wucai had ordered. 

Before they arrived, Yan Zhiqing gestured to Shi Xiaoya with her eyes and eyebrows. “When they arrive, 

you know what to do.” 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

After a while, Wei Wucai and Han Zhuofeng entered 

Before Yan Zhiqing could say anything, Wei Wucai said, “You said this morning that I could come here, 

so I came over.” 

His expression was saying that if he did not come, he would be going back on his word, and Yan Zhiqing 

would definitely be sad. 

Yan Zhiqing was speechless. 

Han Zhuofeng did not need to spout excuses like Wei Wucai. He just said straight away, “The 

environment here is much better than outside. I’m here to take a seat.” 

Han Zhuofeng could pull it off with Yan 

Zhiqing. 

But usually, when he was by Wu Mosen’s side, he always just borrowed the man’s car to 

use. 

Now that his friends were all here, Han Zhuofeng just straight-up abandoned Director Wu to hang out 

with them. 

Only Han Zhuofeng could care so little about that. 



If it were someone else, they would definitely follow Wu Mosen closely. 

Guo Yujie and Fang Qiaohan were also here. Fortunately, there was enough space in the car. 

The group sat around the table, eating while chatting. It was lively. 

Other than Yan Zhiqing, however, the rest did not need to maintain their bodies. 

Shi Xiaoya was naturally skinny. Usually, as long as she did not overeat, it was fine. 

She was not like Yan Zhiqing, who had to take special care of her body and be skinnier than skinny 

people, all so she could satisfy the body width required onscreen. 

Guo Yujie and Fang Qiaohan were considered average among ordinary people. And Wei Wucai and Han 

Zhuofeng cared even less about such things. 

Han Zhuofeng felt no pressure at all. In addition, he was a young man. As long as he exercised, he would 

not get fat no matter how much he ate because his metabolism rate was fast. 

As for Wei Wucai, with the huge amount of training he did daily, it was impossible for him to get fat. 

So other than Yan Zhiqing, the others had a normal diet. 

Han Zhuoling was scared that Shi Xiaoya would be too tired from work and would not have an appetite, 

so he sent her food that had a fresh taste. 

However, he was worried that Shi Xiaoya would feel that it was too plain, so he added a huge portion of 

Mala seafood for her. 

Wei Wucai had ordered rice and pork chop with a portion of salad. 

It was simple and tasty. It even had vegetables. 

Han Zhuofeng and Wei Wucai ate the same thing 

Fang Qiaohan did not need to eat the same thing as Yan Zhiqing, so she discussed with Guo Yujie and 

the two ordered self-heating spicy hotpot. 

The smell of the Mala seafood and the self-heating spicy hotpot was so thick. 

The moment they opened the cover, the smell immediately filled the car. 

In front of poor Yan Zhiqing was a plain low-fat meal. 

Cucumbers, lettuce, cherry tomatoes, purple cabbage, and other vegetables. There was also the 

addition of a few pieces of chicken breast and a sliced egg. 

  

Chapter 3002 Healed 

It looked colorful but tasted bland. 

As she smelled the fragrance that filled the car, Yan Zhiqing’s mouth kept watering. She felt gluttonous. 



“You guys cross the line.” Yan Zhiqing stared at the tempting dishes with sorrow and anger. “I am eating 

grass here while you guys are eating food that smell so good.” 

Shi Xiaoya smiled as she placed the huge portion of Mala seafood in the middle. “Let’s eat this 

together.” 

Yan Zhiqing swallowed as she kept staring at the seafood. 

There were mantis shrimp, clams, oysters, Argentina Red Shrimp, crayfish, and hairy crab. 

It was so rich. 

There should not be any issues if she ate a little, right? 

Yan Zhiqing secretly took a glance towards Fang Qiaohan. 

Fang Qiaohan said immediately, “Manager Mou had specifically instructed me to supervise you.” 

Shi Xiaoya smiled. “Eating a little seafood should be fine, right? Seafood won’t make you fat. She could 

just eat a few bites to satisfy her cravings.” 

Yan Zhiqing even looked at Fang Qiaohan, all pitiful, while rubbing her hands together. “Qiaohan, let me 

eat a little. I am doing pretty good in maintaining my weight. It’s in the controlled range, so there’s still 

some space left to increase. Even if I get heavier a little, it’s fine.” 

Not only did Yan Zhiqing say it, she even use her index finger and middle finger to gesture, showing that 

a little bit was only as big as the gap between her fingers. 

Fang Qiaohan probably thought that Yan Zhiqing was too pitiful, so she nodded. “Fine, then eat less.” 

“You must keep it a secret though. Don’t tell Manager Mou,” said Yan Zhiqing immediately. 

Seeing that Yan Zhiqing had said it so quickly, it clearly was not the first time that she did this. 

In the end, Fang Qiaohan nodded. “Fine, but after this, in the upcoming week, these are strictly off-limits 

for you.” 

Yan Zhiqing quickly nodded her head. 

Wei Wucai frowned slightly and asked, “How do you eat usually?”. 

If she ate like this once in a while, it was fine. 

However, if she ate like this long-term and could not eat other delicious food, where was the fun in 

that? 

She was too pitiful. 

“It’s not like that,” explained Yan Zhiqing. “It’s just that I have to act now. To look good on screen, I have 

to control my weight and figure. You know that the cinema screen is very wide. Girls who look skinny 

ordinarily will look wide when they’re on screen.” 

Yan Zhiqing pouted. “So to maintain a reasonable ratio on screen, during the shooting period, I have to 

control my diet. After filming, I can eat normally. I still can’t just eat anything I want, but I won’t have to 



suffer like this. And if I have to attend any award ceremony, I just have to control myself a little last 

minute.” 

“You female stars have it hard,” said Han Zhuofeng, sighing. 

Seeing that Shi Xiaoya and Yan Zhiqing were eating voraciously, Han Zhuofeng shook his head and said, 

“Sister-in-law, when you call my older brother, you have to scold him. Ask him to send my portion when 

he sends your meal tomorrow. Only you have it, I am so pitiful.” 

Shi Xiaoya smiled and said, “You really think that your older brother didn’t think of you? Look at how 

much he sent me. Can I eat all of them? Obviously, he’s asking you to eat with me. Even this big portion 

of seafood is enough for all of us to eat, not to mention these side dishes. How can I eat all of them?” 

When Han Zhuofeng saw this, he found that it was indeed so. 

Suddenly, his heart, which had been hurt by his own older brother, was healed again. 

  

Chapter 3003 Secretly Lit a Candle for Yan Zhiqing 

Yan Zhiqing got to eat delicious lunch like she wished, so her mood was great. 

She was in the mood to think about other things now. 

Thus, after slurping an oyster, she asked Han Zhuofeng, “Zhuofeng, do you have a girlfriend right now?” 

Han Zhuofeng was confused.”???” 

Wei Wucai raised his eyebrows, looked at Yan Zhiqing then at Han Zhuofeng, and finally back at Yan 

Zhiqing. 

Seeing that Yan Zhiqing was so full of interest, Wei Wucai narrowed his eyes and looked at Han 

Zhuofeng. 

Han Zhuofeng suddenly felt a chill down his spine from beside him. 

It was from Wei Wucai’s direction. 

Yesterday, when he heard Shi Xiaoya say that there was a possibility between Wei Wucai and Yan 

Zhiqing, he had even felt that Shi Xiaoya was overthinking. 

Wei Wucai did not seem to treat Yan Zhiqing in a special way. 

But now, Han Zhuofeng was not so sure. 

The moment Yan Zhiqing asked this, he could feel a murderous aura from his side. 

“Nope, I am single,” answered Han Zhuofeng truthfully. 

After he finished speaking, he saw Yan Zhiqing’s eyes glow and she looked at him with bright eyes, as if 

she was very interested in him. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 



He thought, ‘Elder Sister, what do you want to do?!’ 

‘Don’t you see that the murderous gaze next to me is going to solidify already?’ 

Wei Wucai squinted and sneered in his heart. He also wanted to know what Yan Zhiqing wanted to do. 

Could it be that after so many years of not registering Han Zhuofeng on her radar, she had discovered 

him today and started having feelings for him? 

Han Zhuofeng nervously shifted to the side, wanting to get far away from Wei Wucai. 

However, there was only so much space here. It was futile whether he shifted or not. 

The murderous aura coming from the side did not seem to reduce even slightly. 

Han Zhuofeng almost cried. 

“Why have you been single until now?” asked Yan Zhiqing. 

Han Zhuofeng smiled stiffly. “I… I’m focusing on my career, so I don’t have any plans for romance at the 

moment. Anyway, I am still young. After two years, once I have a headstart on my career, it won’t be too 

late to date.” 

Yan Zhiqing blinked and asked further, “When you were in school, were there no female students you 

had feelings for?” 

Han Zhuofeng looked at her and felt that Yan Zhiqing did not seem like she had a good intention. 

He did not feel that Yan Zhiqing would have any feelings for him. After all, the two had known each 

other for quite a long time. Anyway, it was definitely longer than the time she had known Wei Wucai. 

If she really had any ideas, she would have had them earlier. She would not need to wait until now and 

ask in front of so many people. 

He just did not know what Yan Zhiqing wanted to do. 

It was worrying 

Han Zhuofeng immediately shook his head. “When I was in school, I poured my heart into learning and 

improving every day. I was in no mood to date.” 

Yan Zhiqing was speechless. 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

Who would believe this? 

But this confirmed for Yan Zhiqing that Han Zhuofeng had never had a girlfriend before. 

“You’re so handsome and outstanding. It’s sad that you’re not dating,” said Yan Zhiqing, sighing 

Yan Zhiqing did not notice it, but Shi Xiaoya had already noticed Wei Wucai’s pressing gaze. 

She secretly lit a candle for Yan Zhiqing. 



It was uncertain how Wei Wucai would make Yan Zhiqing pay when the two really got together. 

Shi Xiaoya’s head felt numb just by thinking about it. 

Setting aside how miserable Yan Zhiqing, who was the party involved, would be at that time… 

Han Zhuofeng was going insane. What did Yan Zhiqing want to do? 

He looked at Shi Xiaoya with a pair of innocent eyes. 

  

Chapter 3004 Look at the Two of Them, It’s a Blessing to the Eyes 

He hoped that his own sister-in-law could point him to a way out. 

Shi Xiaoya chuckled dryly. “Hehe.” 

No matter what, she could not just say that Yan Zhiqing thought that he and Wei Wucai were gay, right? 

Right after that, Shi Xiaoya looked at Yan Zhiqing as she continued to dig her own grave. She held her 

chin as she looked at Han Zhuofeng, completely ignoring Wei Wucai. “So what kind of girls do you like?” 

As soon as these words came out, Wei Wucai could not hide his gaze anymore. Where before, he was 

secretly warning Han Zhuofeng with his gaze, trying to hide it a little… 

Now, after hearing Yan Zhiqing’s words, he straight away turned his head and glared at Han Zhuofeng. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

He did not care about the fact that there were so many people here right now. 

Han Zhuofeng turned and held Wei Wucai’s hand. “Elder Brother Xiao Cai, you have to believe me, I am 

innocent!” 

Wei Wucai was speechless. 

Yan Zhiqing’s whole face lit up, and her eyes were glowing 

She excitedly poked Shi Xiaoya, who was next to her, and whispered, “Look, look.” 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

Han Zhuofeng was an idiot! 

He was hopeless! 

Wei Wucai’s forehead jumped and his whole face broke down. 

His gaze landed on the hand that Han Zhuofeng was holding tightly. His face twitched and he gritted his 

teeth while saying, “Let go.” 

Han Zhuofeng did not know how to prove himself. Not only did he not let go, but he also held on more 

tightly. 



“Elder Brother Xiao Cai, you have to believe 

me!” 

Yan Zhiqing did not dare to talk to Shi Xiaoya straight away, scared that Wei Wucai would hear. 

So she took out her phone and secretly sent WeChat messages to Shi Xiaoya. “See, didn’t I call it? These 

two are fishy, right? If the two have nothing between them, why would Han Zhuofeng be so afraid? Why 

would he be so concerned that Wei Wucai would misunderstand?” 

Shi Xiaoya really wanted to say that Han Zhuofeng was indeed worried that Wei Wucai would think that 

he had something going on with her, but it was not for the reason she had imagined. 

“Look at the two of them, it’s a blessing to the eyes!” exclaimed Yan Zhiqing, shaking her head. 

It was clearly a cute couple quarreling after a misunderstanding. 

Yan Zhiqing thought that this misunderstanding was caused by her, so she should explain it to Wei 

Wucai for Han Zhuofeng’s sake. 

Thus, Yan Zhiqing righteously said, “Ay, I was just asking. Zhuofeng, don’t be nervous.” 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

Stop talking, shut up! “Heh.” Wei Wucai sneered and straight away told Han Zhuofeng fiercely, “Let go 

immediately! What does this look like?!” 

Seeing that Wei Wucai was about to kill someone, Han Zhuofeng immediately let go. 

However, Wei Wucai’s expression did not improve at all. 

He gave Yan Zhiqing a side glance and stopped talking. 

Yan Zhiqing felt weird, thinking, why did Wei Wucai look at her that way? 

And he even used such a secret side glance. Why did it send a chill down her spine? 

Seeing that Yan Zhiqing was still unaware, seeming as though she had not understood, Shi Xiaoya pitied 

her. 

*** 

Just like this, they finished their lunch and were taking their lunch break in the car. 

When the time was up, they continued the shooting 

Yan Zhiqing looked very normal, unaware that she had been earmarked by Wei Wucai for this. 

She even felt that her acting condition was pretty good. 

She passed many scenes with only one take. 

However, Han Zhuofeng was more miserable. 

Han Zhuofeng had been sent by Wu Mosen to be in charge of communicating with Wei Wucai. 



It was mainly because Han Zhuofeng was close to Wei Wucai, so if there were anything, it would be easy 

to communiate. 

  

Chapter 3005 A Man Who Was in Love Was Really Unreasonable 

But Han Zhuofeng was more miserable this afternoon. 

Wei Wucai did not do anything to him, not to mention say anything to him. 

But him not saying anything made Han Zhuofeng feel even more stressed. 

“Elder Brother Xiao Cai!” Finally, Han Zhuofeng had free time and went to Wei Wucai’s side. 

Wei Wucai looked at him coldly and said in a glacial tone, “What?” 

“You have to believe me. I don’t have anything going on with Zhiqing!” said Han Zhuofeng softly. “Why 

are you telling me this?” Wei Wucai had a cold expression. “I didn’t ask you anything.” 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

Act. Act more! 

He acted like this but kept a cold face. 

Han Zhuofeng was provoking Wei Wucai in his heart when he was shot another cold glance by Wei 

Wucai. 

“W… what?” asked Han Zhuofeng, stuttering. 

“Zhiqing?” Wei Wucai had a tone of suspicion as his voice rose up. “You’re so close to her that you’re 

calling her like that already?” 

Han Zhuofeng chuckled. 

Was he not acting fine? 

He could even argue with Han Zhuofeng about how he addressed her? 

However, Han Zhuofeng only dared to complain in his heart. Wei Wucai stared at him and Han Zhuofeng 

got scared immediately. “Then… I have to call her by her full name? This is not too nice, right? It sounds 

too unfamiliar. After all, our families are all good friends. If I call her like that, the elders of my family will 

scold me.” 

Wei Wucai humphed without expressing his opinion. 

Seeing that Wei Wucai’s expression had relaxed a little, Han Zhuofeng immediately took the chance to 

promise Wei Wucai, “Elder Brother Xiao Cai, I really see Zhiqing only as a good sister. I don’t have any 

thoughts of romance.” 

“Why are you telling me this?” said Wei Wucai coldly. He did not even look at Han Zhuofeng as he 

pretended to be busy. 



After he finished speaking, he paused, turned his head, and looked at Han Zhuofeng. “What you mean is 

that you don’t like Yan Zhiqing, but Yan Zhiqing likes you?” 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

Hehe, a man who was in love was really unreasonable. 

If anyone said to him that Wei Wucai did not have feelings for Yan Zhiqing, he would eat the table in 

front of him! 

Did this look like he did not have feelings for her? 

His sister-in-law indeed had good insight. She could see through Wei Wucai’s acting with a glance. 

Hehe! 

Han Zhuofeng looked at Wei Wucai with contempt; he was not trying to hide it anymore. 

If he liked her, he should go after her. 

What was he doing, giving a single person a hard time! 

They were both single, so there was no need to hurt each other. 

Wei Wucai was speechless. 

Han Zhuofeng’s gaze of contempt was too obvious. 

Although he did not know what Han Zhuofeng was thinking, Wei Wucai chuckled and gave Han 

Zhuofeng a glance, one that said he was dead. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

Anyway, he was not the one who was anxious, so he was not afraid! 

In a flash, it was already time to clock out at night. 

While Shi Xiaoya was packing her tools, suddenly, a figure rushed in. 

“Sister-in-law!” 

Shi Xiaoya got scared at first, but after hearing this disastrous scream, she calmed down. 

Then she saw Han Zhuofeng rush in, almost throwing himself at her. 

Luckily, he stopped at the last moment and did not really throw himself aat her. 

Or else, Han Zhuofeng would have been dealt with by Han Zhuoling. 

Thinking about it, Han Zhuofeng was also pretty miserable. 

At home, there were two elder brothers above him. 

He was oppressed by his elder brothers. 

Now, he was out for work, but he met Wei Wucai. 



  

Chapter 3006 These Are All Emotional Abuse 

Shi Xiaoya had already lit a row of candles for Han Zhuofeng. 

“What happened?” asked Shi Xiaoya, full of uncertainty. 

Han Zhuofeng wiped away the non-existent tears on his face and asked Shi Xiaoya softly and miserably, 

“Shi Xiaoya, tell me… why did Zhiqing ask me those things at noon today?” 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

Seeing Shi Xiaoya so speechless, Han Zhuofeng said immediately, “If you know, just tell me. In the 

afternoon, I was so miserable being oppressed by Elder Brother Xiao Cai.” 

“Why? What did Wei Wucai do to you?” Shi Xiaoya looked up and down at Han Zhuofeng. 

What did Wei Wucai do to Han Zhuofeng that drove this poor child to this state? 

However, there were no injuries on Han Zhuofeng’s body. 

“He punched you?” asked Shi Xiaoya. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

He was not a child anymore. How could he get punched? 

“He didn’t punch me,” said Han Zhuofeng. “But he kept sneering at me and even gave me cold glares. 

These are all emotional abuse.” 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

“Sister-in-law, if you know, just tell me. Don’t let me bear such huge pressure. I am still young, I can’t 

take it.” 

“Cough.” Shi Xiaoya remembered Yan Zhiqing’s suspicions. Although she believed Han Zhuofeng liked 

girls, just in case, she said carefully, “Your relationship with Wei Wucai is pretty good, right?” 

“It’s… it’s pretty good,” said Han Zhuofeng, dumbfounded. 

It must be pretty good. 

Han Zhuofeng looked like he was scared of Wei Wucai. 

But it was more of a joke. 

If other people tried treating the third young master of the Han Family like Wei Wucai did… 

Han Zhuofeng would definitely kill that person! 

“Um…” Shi Xiaoya lowered her voice. “So, at noon today, did you hug Wei Wucai’s arm?” 

“When?” Han Zhuofeng had a blank face. Why did he not remember? 



“At noon, before we ate and you were with their special effects team,” Shi Xiaoya reminded him. 

As a straight man, Han Zhuofeng would not even go in that direction like what Yan Zhiqing had thought. 

How could he guess that Yan Zhiqing had a hidden scumbag’s heart? 

Han Zhuofeng said with a pure expression, “At noon, I thought my elder brother only sent you meals and 

did not care about me, so I went to Elder Brother Xiao Cai with a broken heart.” 

Shi Xiaoya’s eyes twitched. 

It was really… only once she was deep inside the Han Family did she get to know the funny genes they 

possessed. 

Before she got close with Han Zhuoling, Han Zhuofeng was also a cold teenager. 

After marrying into the family, only then did she find out that Han Zhuofeng’s humor was unending 

Even Han Zhuoling, who looked extremely cold, also had a funny personality. 

For example, showing off his affection. 

She could not even imagine the tricks that he had. 

Han Zhuofeng even went to Wei Wucai with a broken heart? 

How could he be so funny? 

“Didn’t your elder brother buy your portion too?” reminded Shi Xiaoya. 

“Haih! I didn’t know about it back then, right?” said Han Zhuofeng. “So when I went there and Elder 

Brother Xiao Cai asked me to eat, how moved would my broken heart be?!” 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

“So you were moved and you hugged his arm?” said Shi Xiaoya. 

  

Chapter 3007 How Can You Think of Me Like That 

“Yeah.” Han Zhuofeng nodded, not feeling anything wrong at all. 

“At noon, why did you hold Wei Wucai’s hand so tightly?” asked Shi Xiaoya. 

Thinking about the scene back then, even Shi Xiaoya could not look straight at it. 

“Sister-in-law!” Upon her mentioning this, Han Zhuofeng thought of something and lowered his voice 

even more. “You have such good insight!” 

“…” Shi Xiaoya could not understand what Han Zhuofeng meant. “What is it?” 

“Elder Brother Xiao Cai really has feelings for Zhiqing,” said Han Zhuofeng. “Or else, he won’t have given 

me such a cold glare for a whole afternoon.” 



Shi Xiaoya said proudly, “It indeed is. I told you! My insight can’t be wrong!” “Yes, yes, yes.” Han 

Zhuofeng nodded. 

“Don’t change the topic. Answer my question first.” Shi Xiaoya had been distracted by him. “What does 

this have to do with you holding Wei Wucai’s hand?” 

“When Zhiqing was asking me those questions, I could even feel a murderous aura from Elder Brother 

Xiao Cai. Of course I had to immediately prove my innocence to Elder Brother Xiao Cai!” Han Zhuofeng 

thought, his sister-in-law had such accurate insight, but why could she not see through his thoughts? 

“I was afraid that Elder Brother Xiao Cai wouldn’t believe me!” said Han Zhuofeng anxiously. 

Shi Xiaoya was speechless. 

She did not know whether Wei Wucai believed him or not. 

But he had worsened Yan Zhiqing’s misunderstanding. 

Even she almost suspected him. 

“So other than this, you didn’t have other thoughts?” Shi Xiaoya confirmed further. 

“Of course not,” said Han Zhuofeng, confused. “What other thoughts can I have?” 

Shi Xiaoya touched her forehead. “Okay. Then your sister-in-law will ask you one more thing.” 

“Sister-in-law, tell me,” said Han Zhuofeng. 

Until now, the pure child was clueless. 

Shi Xiaoya was a little embarrassed to ask. 

She was afraid that she would disturb Han Zhuofeng. 

Shi Xiaoya lowered her head and put the last few brushes back into the brush cover of the vanity case. 

She made herself busy for a while to calm herself down. She closed the vanity case, zipped it, and 

packed everything. 

Seeing that there was nobody left in the dressing room, Shi Xiaoya asked softly, “Zhuofeng, let me ask 

you, but don’t overthink or mind it. I am just… confirming.” 

At first, Han Zhuofeng was not nervous or overthinking 

Now, after what Shi Xiaoya said, he started to get nervous. 

“What… What do you want to ask?” Han Zhuofeng swallowed nervously. 

Shi Xiaoya leaned over and asked softly, “Zhuofeng, although you have been single for so many years, 

you like girls, right?” 

Han Zhuofeng blinked. “Of course. Of course I like…” 

Han Zhuofeng finally understood what Shi Xiaoya meant. He suddenly took a huge step back and 

pointed at Shi Xiaoya with an expression of anger and sorrow. 



“Sister-in-law! How can you… how can you think of me like that?!” Han Zhuofeng shouted sadly. 

“Shhh!” Shi Xiaoya immediately pulled him over while putting her index finger on her lips, asking him to 

quiet down. “Be quiet. Do you want people to hear?” 

Han Zhuofeng almost cried. Just as he was about to explain, Yan Zhiqing entered with Fang Qiaohan. 

“Xiaoya!” As the shooting during the afternoon went smoothly and Yan Zhiqing’s acting skill even got 

Wu Mosen’s approval, she was in a good mood. 

Before Yan Zhiqing came in, her voice was heard first. 

Right after, Yan Zhiqing entered, skipping in. 

  

Chapter 3008 Wei Wucai’s Eyes Twitched 

Right now, Han Zhuofeng still did not know that his orientation was being suspected by Yan Zhiqing. 

So upon seeing Yan Zhiqing, Han Zhuofeng could still greet her without feeling anything 

“Zhiqing, why are you so happy?” said Han Zhuofeng, smiling. 

Shi Xiaoya covered her face, feeling that this scene could not be watched. 

When Yan Zhiqing saw Han Zhuofeng, her whole face lit up. 

She immediately covered her mouth, laughing as though she had just secretly read pornographic comics. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

Shi Xiaoya immediately gave Yan Zhiqing a pull, asking her to leave some dignity for Han Zhuofeng. 

Really… the more she looked, the more she felt that Han Zhuofeng was pitiful. 

Yan Zhiqing secretly gave Shi Xiaoya an OK gesture and said to her, “It’s rare for a shoot not to be too 

difficult. We’re able to finish shooting before dinner. Let’s go eat together.” 

Sometimes, when there was a special need to shoot at night, or when the progress was a little slow and 

they needed to complete something, it would drag until later. 

During shooting, it was common to sleep three to four hours a day for a few days in a row. 

Perhaps because today was the first day, Wu Mosen did not want to make everyone too tired. 

“Okay.” The moment Shi Xiaoya nodded, she saw Wei Wucai enter. 

“Are you all done packing up?” Seeing that Shi Xiaoya had packed everything, Wei Wucai said, “I am 

done too. Let’s go back.” 

Shi Xiaoya said, “Zhiqing asked us to eat together. Shall we?” 

“Okay.” Wei Wucai did not even think for half a second before answering. 



“Awesome. Let’s go, then.” Yan Zhiqing held on to Shi Xiaoya intimately. “Yujie and you can sit in my car. 

Wei Wucai can go with Zhuofeng.” 

Wei Wucai raised his eyebrows. 

Yan Zhiqing had referred to him by his full name. 

But when she named Han Zhuofeng, she called him Zhuofeng intimately? 

Han Zhuofeng did not feel that something was wrong at first. 

However, after feeling Wei Wucai’s gaze, he almost knelt down. 

“Wait.” Wei Wucai stopped them. 

“Didn’t you say that you’ll give me a ride this morning?” Wei Wucai looked at Yan Zhiqing, raising his 

brows. “You are going against your word?” 

Yan Zhiqing was speechless. 

Was Han Zhuofeng not there too? 

Anyway, they had to go to the restaurant; was it not the same no matter whose car he sat in? 

How was it going against her word? 

Han Zhuofeng found the situation perfect as had not finished talking to Shi Xiaoya. 

He wanted to go with her, so he said, “I’ll be with my sister-in-law. I still have something to talk about 

with her.” 

He looked at Yan Zhiqing and added, “Alone.” 

It meant that he could not bring Wei Wucai along. 

However, why did it suddenly feel like Wei Wucai had been abandoned by the others? 

Wei Wucai did not have this feeling. He just stared at Yan Zhiqing. 

Was she going to bring him along or not? 

Yan Zhiqing thought that Han Zhuofeng had a weak game. 

Seeing that Han Zhuofeng and Wei Wucai matched each other, she had wanted to create an opportunity 

for the both of them. 

Who knew that Han Zhuofeng would not take this opportunity? 

He really wasted her effort. 

“Fine, then. Wei Wucai can go with me. You’ll go with Xiaoya.” Yan Zhiqing said the name of the 

restaurant. “See you there.” 

Thus, everyone left. 



Han Zhuofeng thought that the matter he wanted to discuss with Shi Xiaoya was not suitable for Guo 

Yujie to listen to. 

So he sent Guo Yujie to Yan Zhiqing. 

Chapter 3009 This Did Not Stop Him from Laughing at Wei Wucai 

But thinking about it, Fang Qiaohan was also there anyway. One extra person was already a lot. What 

was another? 

So he did not care about having Guo Yujie there as well. 

Han Zhuofeng was finally able to be with Shi Xiaoya alone in the car as he wished. 

Han Zhuofeng took it slow and even purposely fell behind Yan Zhiqing’s car. 

When they left the production set, he found a roadside to stop by. 

“Sister-in-law, we haven’t finished talking.” Han Zhuofeng was calmer now, so he was more relaxed 

when he talked. 

“You… Why would you think that I… I don’t like girls?” asked Han Zhuofeng. “Just because I am single? 

But I am still young. Back then, wasn’t my second elder brother single for a long time too?” 

Why did nobody suspect Han Zhuoli? 

“No, no. Listen to my explanation,” said Shi Xiaoya immediately. 

Han Zhuofeng stopped talking, waiting for Shi Xiaoya’s explanation. 

Shi Xiaoya moved her mouth and said with great difficulty, “Actually… it’s Zhiqing who’s suspecting you 

guys.” 

“Gu… guys?” Han Zhuofeng grasped the gist. 

“Um…” said Shi Xiaoya. “Don’t tell Wei Wucai.” 

Or else, she would really be worried for Yan Zhiqing. Han Zhuofeng froze. How was this related to Wei 

Wucai? 

“Tell me first.” Han Zhuofeng was cunning and did not let it drop. 

However, Shi Xiaoya overlooked Han Zhuofeng’s foxiness. 

“Actually, in the morning, Zhiqing first suspected that Wei Wucai is gay,” said Shi Xiaoya. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

“Damn!” Han Zhuofeng was not able to hold back and started laughing out loud. “Hahahahaha!” 

He was also being suspected. 

However, this did not stop him from laughing at Wei Wucai! 

Wei Wucai did look too beautiful. 



However, he was undoubtedly a straght man. 

“W… Why?” Han Zhuofeng was suffocating from laughter. “Why did Zhiqing suspect that Elder Brother 

Xiao Cai is gay?” 

Shi Xiaoya told Han Zhuofeng about where Yan Zhiqing got her suspicion from. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

“Then… what about me?” Han Zhuofeng remembered that he was also a suspected target. 

ren 

Shi Xiaoya sighed. “To suspect Wei Wucai is to wrong him. But you, you’re not being wronged at all. 

“At noon today, when you approached Wei Wucai during lunch, didn’t you hug his arm?” said Shi 

Xiaoya. 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

“This was seen by Zhiqing,” said Shi Xiaoya. “She already suspected that Wei Wucai is gay; when she saw 

how intimate you and Wei Wucai were at noon, she suspected that you two…” 

Han Zhuofeng was speechless. 

“Plus when we were eating lunch, you held Wei Wucai’s hand and explained to him, looking as though 

you’re so anxious. It looked like you were scared that he would get the wrong idea about you. It totally 

looks like… like what goes on between lovers.” 

Shi Xiaoya was scared that Yan Zhiqing would die in a bad way, so she decided to speak a few words for 

her. “However, you can’t blame Zhiqing for thinking that way. Even I almost believed it when I saw how 

you two were at noon.” 

Han Zhuofeng covered his forehead, feeling exhausted inside. “That’s just almost. You aren’t thinking 

that way, right?” 

Shi Xiaoya let out a dry cough and confirmed it one more time, “Anyway, you like girls, right? Actually, 

even if you like guys, it’s fine. Nowadays, everyone is very open-minded; we can’t force you to change 

anything, right? “Besides, don’t you have two brothers?” 

  

Chapter 3010 Don’t Mind These Details 

“With them around, the Han Family bloodline will not end. They can continue the bloodline, so you 

don’t have to be stressed. So if you’re really… then it’s fine.” 

True, it was unknown whether the elders at home could accept it. 

However, the Han Family’s elders were pretty open-minded. It should… should not be a problem. 

Han Zhuofeng saw that Shi Xiaoya was speaking as though he was coming out, and he suddenly felt a 

toothache. 



“Hold up. Hold up immediately.” Han Zhuofeng raised his hand. “I like girls.” 

“Okay, okay,” said Shi Xiaoya. Han Zhuofeng saw that Shi Xiaoya’s reaction seemed regretful. “So Wei 

Wucai is also straight, right?” asked Shi Xiaoya. 

“Of course,” said Han Zhuofeng immediately. “You can’t ask Elder Brother Xiao Cai that, or else he will 

flip.” 

Shi Xiaoya waved her hand. “Of course I won’t tell him. However… if he learns about Zhiqing’s thoughts, 

what will happen to her?” 

Han Zhuofeng gave it a thought. “Hehe.” Hearing Han Zhuofeng’s cold laughter, Shi Xiaoya felt that it 

was better to not think about it. 

She did not need to do anything. She was only in charge of lighting candles for Yan Zhiqing. 

Han Zhuofeng had finally solved the confusion in his heart, so he drove towards the restaurant. 

* 

* 

* 

Yan Zhiqing had a driver driving for her. 

Fang Qiaohan and Guo Yujie were chatting. 

There were only Yan Zhiqing and Wei Wucai left, looking at each other. 

However, Wei Wucai still felt that Yan Zhiqing’s gaze seemed a little strange. 

Wei Wucai secretly frowned and wanted to ask about it, but suddenly, Yan Zhiqing asked first, “You’re 

so close to Han Zhuofeng, huh?” 

Wei Wucai’s fingertips twitched. “Why are you calling him Han Zhuofeng now?” 

“Hmm?” Yan Zhiqing looked at him, confused. 

Then Wei Wucai said, “When we were in the set, didn’t you call him Zhuofeng? It seems like you’re the 

one who’s so close to him.” 

Wei Wucai wanted to use the word “intimate.” 

However, he felt that Han Zhuofeng did not suit the word. 

So he changed it. 

“Does it?” Yan Zhiqing blinked. “I didn’t notice. Did I call him that before?” 

“Yes,” said Wei Wucai, full of certainty. 

“It’s fine. Don’t mind such details.” Yan Zhiqing thought that Han Zhuofeng might be a good sister, so it 

was not a big deal to be so intimate with him. 



Wei Wucai was speechless. “So you’re closer to him than to me?” asked Wei Wucai. 

“Yeah.” Yan Zhiqing nodded without even thinking. She did not understand why Wei Wucai’s expression 

worsened after her answer. 

“After all, we’ve known each other for a long time. Didn’t we two just meet recently?” said Yan Zhiqing 

straightforwardly. 

Wei Wucai calmed himself down. He almost sneered at her. 

“This morning, didn’t you say that we’re pretty close?” Wei Wucai blinked, showing hurt in his gaze. 

Nobody could bear a beautiful person getting hurt. 

Even if Yan Zhiqing felt that what she said this morning was just perfunctory words, she could not say 

that in front of Wei Wucai’s hurt gaze. 

“Y… yes.” Yan Zhiqing nodded two times blankly and said, “But we two have just started to get close.” 

Wei Wucai twisted his fingertips lightly. The action did not have any rhythm or order. 

  

  

 


